
CONCEPT 2571
 3 Bed 

 2.5 Bath 

 2,571 Sq Ft 

 2

Pretty as a picture, this charming two-story home offers refined yet relaxed living with a host of optional extras for your new dream home.
There are six facades to choose from, including a lovely combination of brick and stonework, plus shutters, awnings over the windows, a
double-height entrance, or even a beautiful bay window for a touch of elegance; the choice is yours.

Inside, the layout is modern and stylish, with open-plan living perfect for entertaining. Set off the foyer is the dining room and the master
suite, offering single-level living for those who prefer the convenience of no stairs.

The master suite is spacious and light-filled with a large walk-in closet and a luxurious bath with a soaking tub, a walk-in shower, a seat, and
twin sinks. Set in the home is the gourmet kitchen with a dishwasher, a walk-in pantry, and a large center island. The kitchen is open to the
dining nook with a built-in seat and the family room with the option to add a cozy fireplace.

Large windows allow plenty of natural light to fill this living space. At the same time, a door opens out to the rear patio, and you can choose
whether you want a smaller covered deck or an extended patio ready for hosting friends. A powder room, a utility room with an optional
washer and dryer, plus the attached two-car garage, complete this beautiful home.

Upstairs, the standard floorplan includes two bedrooms, both with closets, plus a full bath and a loft that overlooks the lower-level family
room. If you need more bedrooms, you can add a fourth bedroom. You can add a game room above the family room or add both a game room
and a media room with a closet for additional entertainment options.
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2571 A with Stone 2571 B with Stone 2571 B

2571 CA 2571 A 2571 D with Stone

2571 D 2571 C with Stone 2571 C

2571 RF-B with Stone

10 Elevations Available
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